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Detective- D:> you recall a Rmbi Lesches having a conversation with you about this matter?
Hayman -1 recall Rabbi Lesches having a conversation with me, um and all I recall is that I should
simply stay Cf.Nay from certain people that's all I recall from the conversation.
Cetedive-Qm you tell me who those certain people were?
Hayman - I do not even know if at the time, whidl people I was mixing and mingling with and
hanging around that he was referring to.
Cetedive-What do you mean by mixing and mingling
Hayman-There was many different people, kids and teenagers at the time that were around at the
time. Over the years I do not remember the specifics, who it was referring to.
Cetedive-Qm you tell me exactly what R:mbi l..es::hessaid to you?
Hayman -All I recall is he said, " I should stay cway and not associate with them that's it
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Detective-why was he telling you to &cry aNcry from these people?

Hayman - He had obviously heard romethlng from romeone that I had possibly done romethlng arid
said to ju& &cry a.Nay.
Detective -what is that , that you have done?
Hayman -Robably inappropriate with people that were younger than me
Detective- can you tell me exa:tly what i1 is that you had done?

Hayman- I would raher not specify.
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Detective- Earlier in our conversation we spoke about R:t>bi Lesches, speaking to you. You dedlned
totell mewhat hespoketoyouabout.
Hayman-N>i told you, he told me to just steyway.
Detective - ()d he <jve you a reason for why you should stey cmay?
Hayman -he just told me to stey a.Nay
Detective-ad any other R:lbbis speak to you about staying cmay from other boys?
Hayman -I do have a vague recollection of R:lbbi Feldman, but I do not remember much details
Detective-can you tell mewhid1 rabbi it was?
Hayman -R:IDbi Feldman
Detective -Rabbi Andias Feldman?
Hayman-Yes
Detective -0> you recall what he said to you?
Hayman -I honestly do not recall the c:x:mversation, but just it happening.
Detective-What was the context of this?
Hayman -Smilar to R:lbbi Lesches, to keep a.Nay
Detective-from the other boys?
Hayman-yes

